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MR RIGHT
Each accessory that you have carefully chosen makes up 
a part of your personality and enhances your life. Emile 
Chouriet recognizes your confidence and grace. Our newest 
launch, Mr. Right, is looking forward to accompanying your 
every moment - just like he does.

Mr. Right breaks the routine with a clean-cut square case 
that responds to the stepped square area around the small 
second hand and square buckle, reflecting the willful nature 
of the watch. The confidence of modern women is channeled 
through the fingertips of the watchmaker. An ingeniously 
designed wing-patterned lug connects to a textured leather 
strap that is paired with a man-made zircon-inlayed buckle 
that sparkles with feminine elegance and charm. The sides 
of the watch case feature an innovative fluted design. The 
upper and lower layers of the watch case are sandblasted and 
polished to create a rich sense of depth. The watchmaker’s 
rigorous attention to detail undoubtedly increases the 
difficulty of watchmaking while also enhancing the visual 
aesthetic of the watch. The watch shows strength and grace, 
just as a woman displays both confidence and elegance.

Modern women have broken the shackles of gender. 
They are confident and professional while also retaining 
gracefulness. Mr. Right is not an addition to their lives but a 
companion – the icing on the cake. Mr. Right knows you even 
better than he does.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION / 60.2183.L.6.D.28.2

MOVEMENT   Quarz Ronda 1069

FONCTIONS   Hours, minutes in the center
    and seconds sub-dial at 6H 

CASE    Stainless steel
BEZEL   Fixed, stainless steel with diamonds
SIZE    24 x 27mm
WATER RESISTANCE 30m
GLASS   Sapphire crystal

DIAL    Punched white dial with black prints

STRAP   Black leather strap, needle buckle
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MOVEMENT   Quarz Ronda 1069

FONCTIONS   Hours, minutes in the center
    and seconds sub-dial at 6H 

CASE    Stainless steel
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SIZE    24 x 27mm
WATER RESISTANCE 30m
GLASS   Sapphire crystal

DIAL    Punched white dial with black prints

STRAP   Black leather strap, needle buckle


